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1. REFERENCES

a. Letter, .31 December 1965, subject: Tropical Combit
Uniform, with Inclosu,, e. Summary of Proceedings of United States Arnr,
Vietnam ... Tropical Combat Uniform Bo&rd.

b. Letter FOR DS SSS, 18 March 1966, subject: Tropical Combat
Uniform.

c. MACV Message 19642, 9 June 1966, suoject: Tropical Combat
"Uniform.

d. KACV Kessa~e 45400, 13 October 1Y66, subject: Tropical Com-
bat Uniform.

e. AMLhL 1 CCE Message V766, 12 September 1966, subject: Tropical
Combat Uniform (Hats).

2. PJhF•6L

Deter-mine troop acceptance arn utilitj )f full brimmed tropical
combat hate with mosquito protective headnets for ise in RVN and similar
areas of operation.

3. BACKGROUND

The suemrry of the Proceedings of United States ArnQ, Vietnaa;
Tropical Combat Uniform Board staled: "It was unanimosaly agreed that
the cap field OG 106 (baseball cap) is an inadequate headgear for wear in
Vietnam. The 1at Cavalry Division (A14) representatives tited man" knowm
cases of severe sunb" rn because of surface exTosures to the s.•a. It was
unanimously agreed that a water resistent full br 4m Npt that Will give
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adequate face and neck protection is urgently required. The hat should
be capable of having appropriately fitted moscuito netting that would
drape loosely over the shoulders." Three prototype hats were evaluated
in RVN to determine if, indeed, these hits would provide adequate protec-
tion and were acceptable to the troops.

4. OBJECTIVES

a. Determine troop acceptance of the various styles of prototype
Tropical Combat Hats in comparison with the cap field OG 106 (baseball cap).

b. Determine whether subject items provide increased protection
against, sun, rain, and insects, in comparison with the baseball cap.

c. Determine if the mosquito headnets permit adequate visibility
during both day and night.

d. Determine whether the subject items are suitable for use on
any or all of the following: base camp operations, patrolling, combat
operations, and combat support operations.

e. Determine if the camouflage band and the chinstrap are desir-
able additions.

5. DISCUSSION

a. One hundred each of three styles of hats were evalueted by
elements of the let Cavalry Division (AM). All hats shared the same basic
design: all around, full brimmed hat with band provided for attaching ,
camouflage. A mosquito headnet was provided which slipped over the hat
and extended to the neck where it was fastened with an elastic closure. i
Style T 66-3 is a full brimnced, felt lined, multiple stitched hat. Style
T 66-4 is a round domed full brimned hat similar to the Army fatigue cap
of the 1930's. Style T 66-5 is a flat topped full brimued model made
from material similar to T 66-4.

b. A portion of the hats were evaluated by cadre of the replace-
ment company operating in and around the base camp at An Khe. The cadre
felt that hats provided them with an air of excellent *ee it d' corps.
Their varied nodes of operation (day, night, base camp, and patrolling)
provided data on varied applications of the Tropical Combat Hats.

c. In addition, the hats were issued to personnel of the let
Battalion of the 7th Cavalry arn used on patrolling, base iaoperations.
and combat operations. The questionnaires uatA to collect data called
for comparative, qualitative information. Personal interviews were
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conducted with selected wearers of the hats to obtain any expanded subject-
ive and objective findings.

d. The evaluation questionnaires were prefaced with these remarks:
'$...These new hats are introduced for evaluation because of the increased
protection that they should provide for troop operation in a tropical envi-
ronment. Appearance, although important, is of secondary interest in this
evaluation."

e. The hats were worn by the evaluators for at least 30 days.
The questionnaires returned were evenly divided between the replacement
company cadrc and-line personnel of the 1 at Battalion of the 7th Cavalry.
The basic tenor of the responses was quite uniform throughout the evalua-
tion. In every case, the tropical conbat hats were preferred on the basis
of protection afforded aEainst the elements (sun, rain, insects) and also
appearance in comparison with the baseball cap. There was no substantial
preference expressed for a specific model of the Tropical Combat Hat.I f. All models of the tropical combat hat were reported to provide
increased protection against the sun and, when used in combination with
the insect headnet, provided increased protection against insects. The
mosquito headnet was reported to be comfortable and 92 percent of the re-
sponses indicated that adequate visibility during daylight operations was
provided through the headnet. Fifty-eight percent of the responses report-
ed adequate visibility during no.turnal operations.

g. In all cases the hats were rerorted to be desirable for basc
canp operations and patrolling. Althour. 25 percent of the rerorts
indicated that the hats were unsuitable for cobat, operations tthe implica-
tion being that the steel helmet would be more desirable than a soft cap
of ary design), another 25 percent indicated that they were particularly
well suited for combat operations. The remaining 50 percent felt that the
hats would have limited use in combat operations.

h. The chin strap was reported to have specific utility for
heliborne ra;Velling %r.d also in intense wind and rain where the hats were
likely to be biown off. In Lany cases, the troops were observed wearing
the brim up, kept in place by the chin atrap. In particular, the cadre of
the replacement comparn wore the hat with the brim up durirng base camp

* instruction but wore the brim down during patrolling.

i. The camouflage band was very favorably received. Commsnders
took the option of color-coding their personnel with brightly colored rib-
bons, as do the Australians, or using camouflage in the• band. An important t

aspect of the hat desirt is that the hats were rerorted to retain their
shape and favorable appearane. after repeated launderings and after being
carried folded in fatigue pockets.
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J. Although the data on the evaluation questionnaires did not
reveal a distinct preference for a given style of hat, personal discus-
sions with cor manders ana staff officers revealed a slight preference for
Model T 66-5, flat topped model similar to the Australian field cap. In-
deed, if there is one model which is significantly less expensive to pro-
duce than the other two, this evaluation would support its issue. It ap-
pears, however, that Model T 66-3 involves more detailed workmanship and
increased materials costs than the other two styles and reco endation of
style T 66-5 is, therefore, consistent with these evaluation resultb as
well as cost considerations.

6. FINDINGS

a. All three motels of Tropical Combat Hats were well received
by the evaluatinE troops. In all cases, the prototype hats were prefer-
red in comparison with the standard baseball cap.

b. All three models of Tropical Combat Hats were reported to pro-
vide increased protection against sun, rain, and insects in comparison
with the uaseball cap.

c. The mosquito headnet was effective, comfortable, and provided
adequate visibility during the day ana marginal visibility during the
night.

d. The Tropical Combat Hats were definitely desired for use by
troops in base camp, patrolling, combat support, and combat service support
operations. The hats were felt to have limited utility on combat opera-
tions.

e. The camouflage head band and the chin strap were desirable
additions to the basic design of the Tropical Combat Hat.

7. CONCLUSIONS

a. Tropical Combat Hate are desirable Items for general troop
issue in RVN and similar areas of operations.

b. The mequito headnet, chin strap, aw camouflage band are
all desirable features.

a. Increaced protection is afforded against mun and Insects in
campsrison with tho baseball cap.

d. The hats were considered to be deirable on the basis of
appearance.
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e. On the i,•a of troop preference and estimated cost, model
T 66-5 is considered the most desirable for troop issue.

8. RECONMENDATIONS

a. It is recoumended that the Tropical Combat Hat, Model T 66-5,
full brimmed, flat topped model, be procured for general troop issue to
US ArmV Forces in the Republic of Vietnam.

b. Considering individual desires, type of engagements, and
SOP Ia, the soft Tropical Combat Hats will not be generally worn in offen-
sive combat. The hats are recommended for general issue as replacement
for the baseball cap to be worn in logistical complexes, base camps, and
for patrolling.
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